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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following is an example of a false positive?
A. The IDS does not identify a buffer overflow.
B. Anti-virus identifies a benign application as malware.
C. A biometric iris scanner rejects an authorized user wearing
a new contact lens.
D. A user account is locked out after the user mistypes the
password too many times.
Answer: B
Explanation:
A false positive is an error in some evaluation process in
which a condition tested for is mistakenly found to have been
detected. In spam filters, for example, a false positive is a
legitimate message mistakenly marked as UBE -unsolicited bulk
email, as junk email is more formally known. Messages that are
determined to be spam -- whether correctly or incorrectly -may be rejected by a server or client-side spam filter and
returned to the sender as bounce e-mail. One problem with many
spam filtering tools is that if they are configured stringently
enough to be effective, there is a fairly high chance of
getting false positives. The risk of accidentally blocking an
important message has been enough to deter many companies from
implementing any anti-spam measures at all. False positives are
also common in security systems. A host intrusion prevention
system (HIPS), for example, looks for anomalies, such as
deviations in bandwidth, protocols and ports. When activity

varies outside of an acceptable range - for example, a remote
application attempting to open a normally closed port -- an
intrusion may be in progress. However, an anomaly, such as a
sudden spike in bandwidth use, does not guarantee an actual
attack, so this approach amounts to an educated guess and the
chance for false positives can be high. False positives
contrast with false negatives, which are results indicating
mistakenly that some condition tested for is absent.

NEW QUESTION: 2
An IS auditor reviewing the key roles and responsibilities of
the database administrator (DBA) is LEAST likely to expect the
job description of the DBA to include:
A. liaising with users in developing data model.
B. defining the conceptual schema.
C. defining security and integrity checks.
D. mapping data model with the internal schema.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
A DBA only in rare instances should be mapping data elements
from the data model to the internal schema (physical data
storage definitions). To do so would eliminate data
independence for application systems.
Mapping of the data model occurs with the conceptual schema
since the conceptual schema represents the enterprise wide view
of data within an organization and is the basis for deriving
and end-user department data model.

NEW QUESTION: 3
An engineer wants to implement a network with the RSTP+ but the
majority of the equipment is running STP. What will be the
outcome when running STP and RSTP+ simultaneously?
A. RSTP and STP will work and fast convergence will not happen
B. RSTP and STP will not work and the interface will be in
error disabled
C. RSTP and STP will work and fast convergence will happen
D. RSTP and STP will choose the best convergence protocol
Answer: A
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